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USER MANUAL

Active Barrier
Sensor

Congratulations,  you  have  just  acquired  a  product  with  JFL  Alarmes  quality,
produced with the highest manufacturing technology. This manual presents the
main functions and characteristics of the equipment.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The infrared barrier (IRB) sensor was manufactured for internal and external use. With easy
installation, practical adjustment, and elegant appearance, it is indicated for offices, schools,
houses, companies, and other area protections, effectively guaranteeing your protection and
preventing damages to the property. This manual applied to the following models:

Mod Number of beams

IRB-210 2

IRB-410 4

IRB-610 6

IRB-810 8

  IRB-1010 10

  IRB-1210 12

2 GENERAL AND TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Protected area range: 10 a 100 m;
Number of beams: 2 a 12 feixes;
Transmitter consumption: Máximo: 30mA/12Vc.c. / 0,4W;
Receiver consumption: Máximo: 55mA/12Vc.c. / 0,7W;
Supply voltage: 12Vc.c. a 18Vc.c.;
Supply voltage: Normally closed contact of 3A / 30Vc.c.;
The sensors are produced using high-quality aluminum alloys,  completely sealed and with
anti-interference function;
It has two operation frequencies of the infrared, preventing the interference of other adjacent
sensors;
Identification function by double beam, preventing the occurrence of false alarms caused by
small animals;
Alignment performed through audible and visual signals(LED);
Allows  the  programming  of  the  power  of  the  infrared  beams  by  adjusting  the  sensors
according to the range needed;
Alarm out programmable as normally open or closed;
Programmable tamper switch in TX and RX (anti-violation function);
Protected area of 10 to 100 m indoors with return connection (RT);
Number of beams: 2 to 12 beams.
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3 PRODUCT COMPOSITION

        Figura 1

4 INSTALLATION
1- Remove the tube protection as indicated by Figure 2;

Figura 2

2- Drill the holes in the wall for size 6 bushings (included with the product). Next, position the
sensor, aligning the screw cavities with the bushings, and, lastly, fixate the equipment. The
wire connection terminals must be positioned downwards, as Figure 3 shows.

Figura 3
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CAUTION

1- The transmitter and receiver of the infrared barrier sensor must be installed at the same
horizontal and vertical level compared to the ground.
2- The wire connection terminals must be positioned downwards to avoid rainwater to enter
the sensor.

5 CONFIGURATIONS
1- Turn the protective thread counter-clockwise to access the IRB sensor board, according to
Figure 4.

                                                                           Figura 4

2- Use the screwdriver to remove the PCI from the aluminum tube through the sliding cavity,
as Figure 5 shows.

                         Figura 5
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3- Main components of the board.
Figure 6 shows the receiver sensor and its main components:

   Figura 6

1- A/B frequency adjustment
2- Synchronous or asynchronous mode
3- Enables signalizing of the tamper
4- Power adjustment
5- Tamper switch
6- NA/NF alarm out
7- Buzzer control jumper
8- Alignment LED
9- Connection terminals

Figure 7 shows the transmitter sensor and its main components:

          Figura 7

1- A/B frequency adjustment
2- Enables signalizing of the tamper
3- Power adjustment
4- Tamper switch
5- Alignment LED
6- Synchronism connector
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Receiver

J5
J1

Insira o jumper para utilizar a freqüência A ou retire o jumper para
utilizar freqüência B.
Ajuste a mesma freqüência no TX e no RX.

J2
Insira  o  jumper  para  realizar  a  instalação  assíncrono  (sem  a
conexão  do  RT)  ou  retire  o  jumper  para  instalar  com  o
sincronismo e obter maior distância entre TX e RX.

J3
Insira o jumper para desabilitar o sinal de 
violação do tamper ou remova o jumper para 
habilitar.

J6

L
Insira  o jumper  para  alta  potência do infravermelho.  Ajuste na
mesma potência o TX.

M Insira o jumper para média potência do infravermelho. Ajuste na
mesma potência o TX.

S
Insira o jumper para baixa potência do infravermelho. Ajuste na
mesma potência o TX.

Retire o jumper para utilizar a potência mínima do 
infravermelho. Ajuste na mesma potência o TX.

J66
NC Ajusta a saída alarme como normalmente fechado.

NO Ajusta a saída alarme como normalmente aberto.

J4

SIN
Insira  o jumper  para  habilitar  o  bip intermitente do buzzer em
caso  de  sinal  baixo  do  infravermelho.  Após  30  minutos  sem
detecção, modifica automaticamente para função DOU.

DOU
Insira o jumper para habilitar o bip por 1,5 segundos quando a
barreira for violada. O bip será contínuo caso os feixes do sensor
fiquem interrompidos.

Retire o jumper para desabilitar o bip.

Transmitter

J10

J1
Insira o jumper para utilizar a freqüência A ou 
retire o jumper para utilizar freqüência B.
Ajuste a mesma freqüência no TX e no RX.

J3
Insira o jumper para desabilitar o sinal de 
violação do tamper ou remova o jumper para 
habilitar.

J12

L Insira o jumper para alta potência do infravermelho. Ajuste na 
mesma potência o RX.

M
Insira o jumper para média potência do infravermelho. Ajuste na 
mesma potência o RX.

S Insira o jumper para baixa potência do infravermelho. Ajuste na 
mesma potência o RX.

Retire o jumper para utilizar a potência mínima do infravermelho. 
Ajuste na mesma potência o RX.
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6 CONNECTION MODE 
Standard supply source and synchronism cable

Figura 8

Insert the J2 Jumper to install the sensors without the RT connection.The asynchronous mode
is recommended only in indoor installations with at most 60 m, considering the following
conditions:
a) Use at most two pairs on the same horizontal plane;
b) Maintain the supply source of the sensors between 12 VDC and 18 VDC;
c) Avoid the interference of other infrared devices (infrared sensors, cameras, etc.);

7 INFRARED ALIGNMENT
1- Adjust the transmitter (TX) and the receiver (RX) on the same vertical level. Next, turn the
RX slowly to the left until the alarm is activated (Buzzer). Do the same to the right, hence
determining the critical positions of each one, according to Figure 8. Lastly, position the RX at
the central position relative to the critical positions. The sensors are aligned when the LED is
off and the buzzer issues no sound.

2- One must adjust the same frequency channel (J5) and the same infrared signal power (J6)
for  the  transmitter  and  receiver.  Verify  the  maximum  reach  of  the  protected  area.  It  is
recommended up to 100 m .

Figura 9
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Figura 10

CAUTION

1.Consider the following conditions during the installation:
a) Avoid the installation in locations with obstacles that may interrupt the beams between the
TX and RX (for example, plants and tree branches);
b) Do not install on a mobile basis or non-plane terrain that may cause a difference between
the levels of the infrared signals;
c) Avoid the installation with the RX directly facing intense sunlight or any strong light;
2. Avoid contact with corrosive materials;
3.Lock the fitting tube, avoiding the entry of water.

8 PROBLEM SOLUTIONS

Indication Causes Solutions

The LEDs of the TX and RX 
are always on and the buzzer 
is always ringing during the 
alignment (Jumper "J4" in the
"DOU" position)

1.Incorrect frequency 
configuration - J1;
2.Powering flaw;
3.Synchronism line 
connection flaw - RT;
4.Obstacles betw+een the TX 
and the RX;
5.The distance between 
sensors is above the 
maximum specified.

1.Verify J1 to ensure the same 
frequencies in TX and RX;
2.Verify the powering;
3.Verify the synchronism cable
connection - RT;
4.Remove the obstacles;
5.Reduce the distance to the 
specified margin.

The LED of the RX is always 
on and the TX LED is off, but 
the TX buzzer is not ringing 
during the alignment (Jumper
"J4" in the "DOU" position)

1.Powering flaw;
2.At least one beam of the TX
is not working.

1.Verify the power input 
voltage of the RX;
2.Individually block the 
receivers of the RX and find 
the defective adjacent beam 
in the buzzer ring. It may be 
verified using a mobile phone 
camera to analyze the beams.

The LEDs of the TX and RX 
are always on but the buzzer 
is not ringing during the 
alignment (Jumper "J4" is in 

1.Powering flaw;
2.At least one beam of the 
RX is not working.

1.Verify the power input 
voltage of the TX;
2.Individually block the 
receivers of the TX and find 
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the "DOU" position) the defective adjacent beam 
in the buzzer ring. It may be 
verified using a mobile phone 
camera to analyze the beams.

The alarm sensitivity is low, 
or the alarm is not activated 
when the beams are blocked

1.Incorrect infrared signal 
blocking method;
2.Existence of obstacles 
between the TX and the RX;
3.High beams signal;
4.Presence of reflective 
objects in the environment.

1.Block two adjacent beams;
2.Remove all the obstacles;
3.Adjust the J6 and J12 
jumpers to positions M or S;
4.Remove any object that may
reflect infrared.

The beams are blocked, the 
LED is on, but the alarm does
not go off.

1.The alarm out wiring is cut 
or short-circuited;
2.The alarm out terminals are
damaged or loose.

1.Verify the wiring used;
2.Verify the terminal 
connections;
3.Contact your distributor or 
customer service.

False triggers 1.Cut wiring or incorrect 
connections with the 
terminals;
2.Accidental beam blockings;
3.Unstable powering source;
4.Unstable alignment;
5.Terrain inclination;

1.Verify the connections and 
the wires;
2.Analyze the objects at the 
installation site;
3.Replace the power source;
4.Verify the alignment through
the buzzer signal;
5.Certify that the terrain does 
not present a substantial 
unevenness.

9 PRECAUTIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS
-Do not try to adjust or modify the device.
-Maintenance may only be performed by persons indicated by JFL.

BECAUSE IT IS SAFETY EQUIPMENT OF SENSITIVE ADJUSTMENT, IT MUST BE 
INSTALLED BY SPECIALIZED AND EXPERIENCED TECHNICAL PERSONS.
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WARRANTY

JFL Equipamentos Eletrônico Indústria e Comércio Ltda guarantees this device for a period of 1 (one) year 
from the date of purchase, against manufacturing defects that prevent its operation within the specified 
technical characteristics of the product. During the warranty period, JFL will repair (or replace at its own 
discretion), any component that is defective, excluding the battery that naturally wears out.

Defects that occur due to:
- Installation outside the technical standard specified in this manual;
- Inappropriate use;
- Violation of the equipment;
- Atmospheric and accidental phenomena.

The visit of a technical person to a different location will depend on the express authorization of the 
customer, who will bear the expenses resulting from the trip, or the device must be returned to the selling 
company for repair.

JFL EQUIPAMENTOS ELETRÔNICOS IND. COM. LTDA
Rua João Mota, 471 - Jardim das Palmeiras

CEP 37.540-000 - Santa Rita do Sapucaí / MG
Fone: (35) 3473-3550
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